
all

 

of

 

this

 

zine

 

is

 

from

 

my

 

personal

 

experiences,

 

and

 

I'm
the

 

only

 

author

 

and

 

writer

 

and

 

artist,

and

 

I'm

 

not

 

an

 

expert

 

at

 

stuff

 

at

 

all,

 

but

 this

 

should

 

still

 

be

 

an

 

fairly

 
good

 

debriefing

 

sort

 

of!

*WARNING: I talk a lot about
 myself and my experiences. 



You

 

might

 

already

 

be

 

wondering,

 

"What's
 

SEE?"
 why

 
is

 
it

 
listed

 
as

 
 "you're

 
knowing"?

 

Why
 

not
 

ASL?
 

or
 

just sig n language?

A.S.L.
 
and

 
S.E.E.

 
are

 
two

 
different

 
sign

languages,
 

both
 

taught
 

here
 

in
 

the
 

U.S.A-
and

 
both
 

have
 

pros
 

and
 

cons.

A.S.L.
 

has
 

less
 

signs
 

than
 

S.E.E.
 

does,
but

 
it
 
orders

 
things

 
differently

 
than

English
 

does
 

and
 

also
 

lacks
 

some
 

words
 

(to,
 

etc)
 so

 
it
 

can
 

make
 

things more

 

difficult

 
for

 
Deaf/HoH

 
kids

 
to

 
learn

 
how

to
 

read.

S.E.E.
 

has more signs so it's more
 difficult for older people to learn,

and it can sometimes feel like it's
not unique as a language

because it's basically "english" but signed.



This is important, because I know SEE and not ASL.

I have a harder time understanding ASL as such;
I use something called "pidgin" when talking to

people who know ASL;
but the fact is that people mostly largely know 

ASL-

and unfortunately,
it's also pretty irritating in a

lot of other ways. I've talked about
them a ton on my Twitter and in

streams I host, but i'm going to compile
them here as well.

SIGN LANGUAGE: A PRIMER



First off, there's a super big focus on ASL;
I'm sure if you've ever had

interest in sign Language classes at all
that ASL was the only one avaiable.

A large amount of people I talk to
or have talked to

have this impression that it's the only
sign language in the USA, which uh...
should tell you a lot about that.

So, People who know SEE are already kind of
at an disadvantage, because everything-

and I do mean everything-
is ASL-focused, so there's:

-No interpreters;
-Any sign language spoken in anything is ASL;

-ASL is the only sign taught anywhere;
-No body knows about it and often push ASL

-People who know SEE aren't going to know ASL
,

so interpreters and whatnot aren't going to 
work because they're all ASL
-there's no interest in SEE



Unfortunately, that's not where the problems
end. Even within the Deaf Community*,

there's not much SEE, and oftentimes
the response when I bemoan lack of SEE 

interpreters
is "just learn ASL!", but it's not that easy.

That beside, my mother made the deliberate
choice to teach me SEE,

because she wanted me to be able to read 
easily, because that was important to

 her- and I'm not going to say she's wrong.

But all of this also plays pretty severely
into my imposter syndrome.

I already feel like a "fake" deaf person,

(ironic, given I'm more deaf than most
deaf people I know! fun facts!)

and not knowing ASL or having
 to ask them to slow down, or ask for

an translation, makes that flare up badly.

Worst yet is that i've experienced an 
dearth of the deaf community not

wanting to translate their own ASL 
for the people who don't know ASL,

and yet they try and say they're 
trying to be inclusive.

It wasn't.



All of these above are truly, and
frequently even, said by a lot of

the Deaf/HoH community*,

and it honestly breaks my heart to know that
just for knowing SEE,

and my mother's deliberate choice to try
and give me a better chance at

reading and whatnot,
I - and she - are lumped in as useless,
or stupid, or bad parents, or whatnot.

It's an attitude I rather dislike from
the Deaf community*, that by nature that

hearing parents all suck.



BEING RAISED BY 
A HEARTIE PARENT

I was, frankly, one of the "lucky"
Deaf kids.

The above conversation is
one that I actually, legitimately,

had with my (late) father

when I was about ten.



But a huge amount of Hearie parents
don't really care about their kids so much-
a lot still do! and a lot try their best!-

but there's definitely kind of a reason
the Deaf Community* Dislikes Hearing People 

by default.

The thing is, a lot of deaf kids get a lot 
of the treatment in the following list,

not all of it, or even most of it,
but several items on the list at least.

*Forced to learn how to speak orally;
*Forced to learn how to read lips;

*Forced not to learn sign language;
*Ignored by their parents;

*Not included in anything that goes on
(family ongoings, etc);

*Sent off to an school so they don't
have to be dealt with

*Severely bullied;
*thought of as, or called, stupid;

*Forcing the cochlear implant on their
kids without consent (no matter the age)

However, that said, I think the Deaf 
Community needs to be much more open and 

willing to work with
hearing parents.



*Why do you keep bringing up Deaf/HoH community?

When I was younger (about 12, before my father 
died), 

both my parents came together to talk with
me because they were asking me if I wanted

the cochlear implant.

I said no, and they understood.

To this date (over a decade later) they have 
never, ever, bought it up again or asked again.

But in this same conversation, they also
talked about how they had tried to

reach out and get some advice, and help,
with raising me as a deaf child.

And they said their experience with the deaf
community had been pretty bad, pretty insular;

that they kind of got the vibe that
"deaf people seem to hate hearing people

just for hearing, and think they're bad, especially
hearing parents."

And, honestly, until late last year - 2018 -
I didn't know if that was true, but now?

It honestly pains me to say, but I see what my 
parents meant.

The community needs a lot of work.



Life is hard as a deaf individual, but not because of 
*being deaf*.

It's hard because of other people not 
accommodating us enough, or thinking, somehow, 
that "we" should accommodate them instead 

(often by just not being included).

*("fixing"

 

it

 

here

 

meaning

 

fixing

 

it

 

so

 

they

 

can

 

hear)

Q&A SECTION









Accessibility for Deaf/HoH people is difficult
even in an theater setting; like I mentioned 

above, the theaters that do subtitles
are only at specific open times

rather than 24/7 for every deaf person.

What does this mean?

It means that, if I want to catch a
movie with subtitles,

I have to hope it's at a time I can make it,
because they have very specific times and 
only rarely, whereas often for Hearies,

their movies are playing 24/7 back to back 
without subtitles

it's not very fair to force Deaf/HoH
people to have to have a unwieldy 

contraption (captiview) 
or to have to go in at an

very specific time that likely won't even
line up, just to enjoy an movie.



*This idea of "fixing things" is very harmful.
We're not broken. We aren't missing things either.

We never *had* that thing in the first place,
so please just don't call it 

"but you're missing this".









forcing unfair 
standards

This is kind of a complicated subject, and a 
little

more personal for me than all of that
above was (imagine!).

A lot of Deaf/HoH people can't work,
or can't get a job,

Some can - and quite a few do, in fact-
but oftentimes, Deaf/HoH people have other things

that make it more difficult,
like anxiety or depression; Deaf/HoH tend to have

an higher chance for these.

But, a lot of people think 
"you don't work, you don't eat,"

which kind of throws people like us (disabled people) 
under the bus.



I've seen it far too often in things that 
have some sort of analogue to

disability;

they think, as a character or whatnot,
"I'm not worth anything if I can't work,"

and it honestly kind of kills my enjoyment 
of that thing, because

why is your worth being tied to working or 
not?

Even Able-bodied people's value and worth
shouldn't be tied to work,

but it's much worse for disabled people.

If you're going to write a story with an

"I have to show I can work,"
"Just because I'm disabled doesn't mean I 

can't work,"

analogue to a disabled person,
I please ask that you not do this.

Please.



On that note;
It's interesting and necessary to note 

that most (nearly all, in fact) 
characters

WHY stop at mute?

that you see that know "sign language" 
leave it at muteness.

Hearing people can learn sign language,
and so can Mute people! that's great!

but I have never, ever, seen it considered, 
outside of my friends,

that "hey, if they can sign, why not have 
them be deaf?"

There are so many Headcanons and 
characters of comics and shows and all of 

that sort of thing who are mute, but know 
sign language, and they leave it there;

it's actually kind of gotten frustrating
because now when I see "sign language"

i'm going to go "of course it's just another 
mute character, not really a deaf 

character".

it's honestly kind of disheartening to see 
most people *NOT* go the extra step

of just making their character deaf.

Like, sure, it can be harder, but it can also
make things more interesting.

It would be nice to see more deaf 
characters.



My cat, Shadow (at the time of writing 
this), is kind of a weird cat.

He wasn't used to a deaf person before he 
met me; but he adjusted quickly.

How? Well, first of all, he used to meow a 
lot before apparently (before we rehomed 

him), but now he barely meows.

How do I know?



I know because he waits until he knows I can see 
him to meow at me, and my

 family always asks me 
"what the heck, why is he meowing! he doesn't 

meow!!!"

No, he picked up this odd habit of managing to 
poke me in such a way that I think it's another 
legitimate person (such as my mother) trying 
to get my attention; his paw poking me feels 

exactly like a hand patting or poking me.

He also has this rather curious habit of
having made his "hey I want something" much 

more obvious than meows;

for instance, if he wants attention, he doesn't 
just headbutt me, since I'm usually sitting at 

a desk.

It's pretty disorineting to look up and not see 
a person, but to look down and see it's just him

wanting his food or out of the room!

He has also picked up on my fairly unique "cat" 
sounds (as they're dubbed) and understands what 

I want from them too.

He understands this one particular noise I make 
that means "come here, come here". It's pretty 

cute!



THE POSTIVITE



My friends, thankfully, have been
rather understanding!

so has my family!

-My mother has been better
about things as I got older;
when I was younger, she didn't

include me very much,
but she's been trying a lot harder.

-My big sister is much more understanding
now that she has a kid,

and neither she nor my mother mind
me asking what they're talking about

-In my friends' streams, they tend to
tell me what music or such is playing
if people are talking about it a lot.
It's quite sweet and makes me happy.

-Recently these days, people have
been more thoughtful about including
me while they're chatting on voicechat

by typing to me and such.

-My grandmother and Aunt Robin
told me quite a bit; that 

unfortunately
people tend to think I'm "slow" because I 

can't hear
(I space out a lot and look around)

but they tell off them and think they're 
rude as a result, bless them



My friends also have been
rather good  listening to me

and encouraging me to
try and help them learn/know better

they've been very open to listening to me 
and the somewhat "unique" problems I 

sometimes face

In short, I appreciate every single one
of my friends and family

for continuing to be supportive

Some have even asked me for advice/ideas
on how to do deaf characters, or to work 

with me,

or to tell me about something that
reminded them of me but was Deaf/HoH or 
music, or just to think of me in general

when it comes to Deaf/HoH things.



and finally, a fun lil list
of things that're kinda "deaf" that I do,

if you want ideas of how to
incorporate some things like that or such

*Look around a lot

*Ask what's going on a lot

*Make facial expressions when signing

*Animatedly sign

*Sometimes hit yourself when signing, oops

*Very texture-based (it's good to touch things)

*Very likely to notice visual things or patterns 
before other people

*Can feel vibrations easier than hearing people

*Too much reliance on facial expressions; can often 
misread, oops

*Clearly not "paying attention" to conversations 
because... yeah... can't hear....

that's all folks

i hope you enjoyed reading and have a nice
(insert time)!




